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Possessed by devils: how the creepy-crawlies take
over the tracks at night
Possession is nine-tenths of the law... and nine-tenths of the work of
timetabling staff of NSW RailCorp. GEOFF LAMBERT lifts the veil on one
of the most irksome features of Sydney train travel.

I

n 2005, NSW Rail Corp produced
over 2,300 Special Train Notices, of
which more than 2,100 were concerned with “Possessions”—over 30,000
pages of them, a number to make Linda
Blair quake in her boots. Not only that, but
the system produced in addition some 200
special replacement bus working timetables, 52 Trackwork Reference Guides,
thousands of handbills and posters, dozens
of PTT booklets and flyers, a dozen 200page Possession Reports, a complex set of
Possession Configuration Maps, numerous
Excel and PDF possession planning documents and numerous full-colour staff
guides. The Train Planning Business Unit
is chiefly responsible for the production of
all of this material.
Possession has become a full-time industry, which sees some 90% of staff time and
resources in Train Planning devoted to
planning for them. There is always a possession in progress somewhere. Passengers
arriving at stations are confronted with a
bewildering number of poster notices informing them of what today’s possessions
mean for them– increased travel times
mostly, and annoying mode transfers.
What is a ‘Possession’ anyway? Possessions have always been with us and have
always caused trouble. A result of his
involvement in a train wreck caused by the
disruption of a track possession on 9th
June 1865, Charles Dickens became a
nervous wreck and died on the fifth anniversary the accident.
It was not always this bad. The attitude of
authorities for the first 150 years of railways was to limit possessions in time and
space and to maintain the train services
around them. In the late twentieth century,
an opinion began to form that this entailed
too great a concession to the customers at
the expense of the time and effort needed
to do the work. Gradually, administrators
phased out partial possessions, in favour of
full-scale operations, where possession was
complete, all trains came to a halt and passengers were shooed away to alternative
means of transport.
In NSW, Possession are planned a year or
more in advance and become the subject of
a complex planning process. This is only
partly composed of the timetable planning
matters which can be found in those
30,000 pages of STNs. However, an entire
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section of the organisation is devoted to
possession STNs and NSW RIC called for
outside tenders a couple of years ago for
provision of complex STN planning software– centred almost exclusively on planning for possessions (The Times, September 2003).
Planning starts with a series of rolling
conferences in which the works program
for two years ahead begins to be thrashed
out. At these meetings, which seem to
happen every two to three months, planners have in front of them a colourful Possession Configuration Map (our page 4),
This one is a Master map, showing in lurid
colour-coded detail the whole of the electrified system. Woe betide the careless
engineers who leave a coffee-cup ring on
this piece of art. There are also individual
maps for each sub-section of the system.
These sub-sections—there are 16 of
them—generally coincide with the subdivision of the system as found in timetables, but oriented more towards engineering constraints. In general, any particular
Possession seems to be confined to one of
these Configurations.
With these maps in front of them, planners
then produce a rolling plan of Possessions
and Close downs for the next 24 months or
so. This long term plan is condensed into
12-month, Financial Year-based Proposed
Possession Programs, in the form of Excel
spreadsheets, a typical example of which is
shown on our page 5. These are a work of
some considerable art, in which a year’s
activity is squeezed into a single
“Worksheet”- time across the top, Configuration Area down the side. Notations
or “fly-outs” draw attention to special features and changes since the previous edition. These Plans are constantly updated–
as of the date of writing the plan for 20052006 had reached Version 27 that for
2006-2007 was already up to Version 8.
There is also a related spreadsheet, the
Major Closedowns and Weekend Possessions Programme, but it is unclear
whether this is just another name for a
Proposed Possession Program
In association with this single-page master
plan, there is also a multi-page Complete
Track Possession Program, which spells
out every possession on a week-by-week
basis and cross-indexes them to other
events of relevance to train running, such a

Special Events STNs. A page for late June
2007 appears at the top of our page 9.
For each planning meeting, the Business
Unit produces up to 6 comprehensive Possession Reports. These reports, each of
which details a month of activity, run from
the month following the meeting to the
month six months thence. These are huge
documents, typically 100-120 pages of
small print in which all of the implications
of possessions are detailed on a day-by-day
basis. The two pages of details for Friday
6th January 2006, as contained in the Possession Report on the agenda for the December 2005 meeting, appear on our page
6. These reports can exist in more than one
version, as times roll by.
Next comes the Special Train Notice
proper. For a big Possession (often called a
Closedown), these can run to hundreds of
pages and are often complete system
Working Time Tables. A sample, showing
a page from a typical STN, showing the
times of trains passing through Circular
Quay is shown on our page 7. Possession
STNs can be a short as 1 page.
Page 8 of this issue shows an extract from
a Trackwork Reference Guide. These are
staff guides explaining the features of particular large possessions and giving guidance on how to further explain what is
happening to the customers. These Guides
generally cover a 1 week period and appear one to two weeks in advance of the
Possession.
Then we have Replacement Bus Timetables, produced on a weekly basis and covering buses that replace trains on particular
lines. An example of one of these timetables, which are usually not revealed to the
passengers, is in the middle of our page 9.
Big and extended Possessions are usually
accompanied by comprehensive Public
Timetable Booklets, which we are unable
to illustrate here. In addition– and also
unillustrated– are the extensive wall sheet
and free-standing notices. These are contracted out to an outside job printer.
Finally there are public Brochures, produced in a variety of styles and sizes. A
sample page from a recent one appears at
the bottom of our page 9 and on the cover.
Is it any wonder that the passengers’ heads
spin?
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Timetable for a New Railway
GEOFF MANN wrote us a letter arising from our Dog’s Breakfast series–
and then followed it up with his analysis of timetables for Victoria’s RFR

R

ailway timetable compilers are as
important today as ever. Why?
Marketing. The days when comparatively few trains were run, often at
times to suit the operators, are long gone.
People today travel more often and demand speed, convenience and comfort.
The timetabler has to meet these expectations for a railway timetable is integral to
marketing the service. However, implementation of the ideal is often constrained
by the available rolling stock and infrastructure, exacerbating the complexity of
the task.
Many railway systems are increasingly
using fixed formations in train consists,
those with diesel or electric power cars at
each end being the obvious examples. In
Victoria the train consists currently in use
vary considerably, resulting in a wide
range of power/weight ratios. This is
partly due to the disparity of peak and offpeak patronage. Typical loco hauled consists and approximate power/weight ratios
are:
N class loco and 3 car N set (6.8kw/t), 4
car FN set (5.6kw/t), 5 car VN set
(4.8kw/t) and 6 car 2xN set (4.5kw/t).
N class loco and 4 car FSH set (6.7kw/t), 5
car VSH set (5.9kw/t).
P class loco and 3 car SH set (4.6kw/t), 4
car FSH set (3.8kw/t). The SH sets are
operated in pairs with a P class loco at
each end in push-pull mode (top and tail),
thus avoiding running around and creating
the flexibility of a double ended formation.
Railcar power/weight ratios are considerably higher, being 9.2kw/t for a Sprinter
(single car) and 9.6kw/t for a V’Locity
(two car unit).
Then there are variations in maximum

permitted speeds. These are or will be:
N class locos 115km/h (it was intended to
raise this to 130km/h as part of the Regional Fast Rail Project, but I am uncertain
if the necessary changes to gear ratios are
to be undertaken).
P class locos 100km/h.
Sprinter railcars 130km/h.
V’Locity railcars 160km/h.
Clearly, the timetable compiler has to be
aware of the consist of each train in order
to formulate an accurate set of running
times. This was a well honoured railway
practice (particularly in NSW) where
trains were generally scheduled on the
basis of a particular loco type together
with intended loads. Train consists on
particular lines in Victoria do vary widely.
Ideally, variations in power/weight ratios
should be minimized. Railcars are ideal in
this respect as their ratio remains constant
whatever the train length/capacity. On the
Ballarat line in 2005, most services were
operated by Sprinter railcars but some
trips comprised N class locos and N carriage sets (or equivalent). Peak hour short
workings to Melton or Bacchus Marsh
were P class and FSH sets, 2xSH sets
topped and tailed by P class, N class with
FSH or VSH sets together with Sprinters.
Thus some four theoretically different
running times for loco hauled trains are
imposed on the timetable compiler.
Running times are obviously best determined by test running which will take into
account the gradients, speed restricted
curves, etc. Practical considerations of
passenger movements need to be incorporated into proposed public timings. Having
determined the consist and running times,
timetable construction can commence.
Clearly, on high frequency lines with less
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Given a double tracked main line and
sufficient rolling stock to meet the patronage, the task is straightforward. Traffic in
each direction can be scheduled independently, the only consideration being the
minimum intervals between following
trains. Single track lines present a very
different dimension however.
Let us assume that the market indicates
that an hourly off peak frequency is the
optimum. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that memory times are preferred by the
travelling public. On a double tracked line,
with consistent stopping patterns and
speeds, hourly trains will obviously pass
each other every 30 minutes. On a single
track, problems arise if one train is made
slower by having to diverge into a crossing loop. If we assume that the train of
lesser priority is allowed one additional
minute to slow for 65km/h points, three
minute arrival ahead of the opposing train,
one minute departure after the opposing
train and a further minute to accelerate to
line speed, then crossing loops are required every 27 minutes running time for
the express services (refer table below).
This arrangement can be reversed when
priority trains are designated from the
opposite direction. Ideally, crossings
should take place at stations in order to
reduce the number of stops. The trend in
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variable running times, computer programs can be devised and implemented
with the certainty of consistent outcomes.
On regional lines such as Melbourne to
Ballarat, less intense frequencies together
with variations in consists and stopping
patterns virtually dictate manual construction of each service. Most readers will be
familiar with the use of graphs in timetable planning as this method has been the
traditional way of determining available
paths.
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B’rat

B’ree

Bank Box

recent years has been to install loops between stations; a legacy from freight operation considerations. In essence, the
infrastructure should be designed to meet
the requirements of the timetable. Civil
engineers need to understand this.
Let us look at Victoria’s Melbourne to
Ballarat line for example. It has been extensively rebuilt (including deviations) and
resignalled as part of the Regional Fast
Rail Project. Whilst line speeds have been
considerably increased, the line is basically single and crossing loops remain in
historic locations. The new deviation between Millbrook and Dunnstown has reduced line length by about 4.8 kilometres.
(picture below). The former line via Bungaree (now known as the North Line) has
been retained surprisingly in preference to
construction of a new crossing loop in a
more appropriate location. Present stopping patterns for trains between Sunshine

B. Marsh

Parwan

Melton

and Ballarat are Melton, Bacchus Marsh
and Ballan except for a few peak hour
variations. Crossing loops are available at
Rockbank, Melton, Parwan, Bacchus
Marsh, Bank Box and Bungaree North
Line (refer diagram below). As Bacchus
Marsh has only a single platform, it is
unsuitable for crossing two stopping
trains, although suitable for express and
stopping trains. The section from Sunshine
to Deer Park West is bi-directional double
track. Another constraint on pathing is the
suburban section from Southern Cross
(Spencer Street) to Sunshine. On the basis
of the same stopping pattern as today’s
trains and all being operated by V’Locity
railcars, pairs of loops would be required
about 27 minutes apart in order to provide
an even interval hourly frequency.
My estimates of V’Locity running times
including stops between existing loop pairs
are: in the box below.

Deer Park West – Bank Box Loop
Rockbank – Bank Box Loop
Rockbank – Bungaree Deviation
Melton – Bungaree Deviation
Melton – Bank Box Loop
Parwan – Bungaree Deviation
Bank Box Loop – Bungaree Deviation
Bank Box Loop – Ballarat via direct South Line

27 minutes
23 minutes
39 minutes
34 minutes
20 minutes
31 minutes
17 minutes
27 minutes

Rockbank

D. Park W.

Sunshine

The most suitable crossing places are
therefore considered to be Deer Park West,
Bank Box Loop and Ballarat Station itself,
using both platforms which would be less
than ideal in terms of passenger convenience. This arrangement would result in
long layovers. Whilst it is obviously possible to use other combinations of loops
closer together, these result in a marked
slowing of trains and also risks poor suburban pathing. Not a good solution! Possible
remedies could be restoration of double
track operation on the Warrenheip – Ballarat section or a new loop constructed on
the Down side of Ballan (thus enabling the
closure of the Bungaree North Line loop).
To illustrate the difficulties of working
with existing loops, the new 0625 train
from Melbourne to Ballarat is scheduled to
take 111 minutes, the slowest schedule by
far in the present timetable. This train is
introduced at a time when public expectation of time savings is high.
Let us hope then that timetable compilers
are in future given input into infrastructure
design and accorded the recognition and
understanding which the role deserves.

Letter
I was most interested to read in the Australian Dog's Breakfast article that
the rail network programming tool Viriato was used to build the V/Line
Draft 2006 Timetable. I have studied the timetables produced for the four
lines. It would appear that to allow the proposed suburban pathing, a complete upheaval of the present suburban timetable would be necessary. The
timetable produced some impossible running times such as one minute from
North Melbourne to (now) Southern Cross for the proposed 0645 up Ballarat. It scheduled two down trains through the single line South Geelong
tunnel at the same time (1733). It produced quite different running times for
Ballarat and Bendigo trains over the same sections in the suburban area,
although train consists should be similar. Some running times, both within
the suburban area and further afield are slower than at present, whilst others
are seemingly ambitious and there are many variations. The proposed schedules do not appear to provide for "running" crosses on single line sections.
Unfortunately, the location of crossing loops on the Bendigo and Ballarat
lines make the operation of proposed regular hourly frequencies somewhat
difficult.
Given these results from the implementation of the Viriato programming
tool, I would be interested to learn of its origins, and whether it has been
used successfully elsewhere.
Geoff Mann
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Western Road Bus Timetables
ROBERT HENDERSON has good news for JIM O’NEIL– through the medium of the Time Lords (?), Western Road buses has heard his 2005
plea about a combined timetable– and published it back in 1967!

M

ay I comment on the article
about Western Road bus timetables, by Jim O’Neil in the December 2005 issue of “The Times”. It was
another in Jim’s series of interesting articles about Sydney bus services of yesteryear.
Western Road Transport was run by the
renowned Jack Spellacy, after he had sold
his bus transport interests on the Blue
Mountains. However, I believe that the
change of company name from Western
Road Transport Service to Western Road
Bus Services represented the time when
Jack Spellacy in turn sold the operation to
Messrs Neyland & Thornleigh.
Jim refers to the fact that Route 210 origi-

12

nally ran from Prospect to Blacktown. So
I enclose a copy of an undated (but about
early 1970s) timetable for that service
before it was taken over by Western Road.
As can be seen, the route was run by
Blacktown-Prospect Bus Co, whose principals were AL Earl & TA Foley. It appears
to have been one of Sydney’s “one-man,
one-bus” services, which abounded in the
immediate post-war period. It is interesting to note that when Routes 177 and 210
were amalgamated (probably starting in
1969), the new combined route took the
number of the less frequent and more obscure of the two routes.

Parramatta along the common section of
route for Routes 174, 177, 179 and 213 as
far as Hawkesbury Road. As if the owners
could hear Jim’s lament, they did actually
produce such a combined timetable in at
least May 1967, of which I enclose a copy.

In his article Jim bemoans the omission
from the early 1960s timetable of a combined timetable showing all trips between

Yours sincerely

This combined list of departures from both
Parramatta Station and Hawkesbury Roads
demonstrates how well the overall timetable was constructed, with trips well spaced
at least every 10 minutes during the offpeak Mondays to Fridays, trips every 5 or
10 minutes on Saturday mornings and a
regular half-hourly service on Sundays.
Robert Henderson, Terrey Hills
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Abbotsford Trams... and NSW on Disc
ROSS WILLSON writes with some observations on recent issues

I

Letter

refer to Jim O’Neil’s article published
in the July 2005 issue of The Times
relating to the Abbotsford bus and
Haberfield tram service.

one issue to another. One can assume that
the Government Printing Office used leftover paper for printing timetables and so
the page size was subject to variation.

ney, Served by Bulk Loading System,
Railway line situated on, Av. Annual Rainfall, Mean Temperature and Served by Airconditioned train (1962).

At p. 9 Jim mentions that: “Tram timetables had not had maps (if you wanted to
know where the tram went, you could look
for the tracks in the street) but bus timetables did have maps.”

It is worth mentioning that at p. 13 of the
above issue of The Times there is a list (p.
8 of the timetable refers) showing the
streets traversed by bus route 453 and the
tram service. This practice only dated
from circa-1950 when the Department of
Road Transport and Tramways published
timetables in pamphlet form rather than as
booklets. This practice harmonized the
arrangements for bus and tram timetables the former presumably had consistently
published this information.

The station names listed in the 1938 and
1962 versions comprise:

Maps were subsequently introduced for
both the trams and trolley bus timetables.
That issued in respect of the RockdaleKogarah-Sans Souci-Dolls Point trolley
bus service with effect from 1 December
1957 included a map.
The earliest tram timetables, of which I am
aware, which included a map were those of
9 December 1957 relating to the Alexandria and West Kensington lines. They also
contained bus timetables as did that of 2
February 1958 relating to the Ocean Street
line. The first timetable relating solely to
tram services appears to be that of 18 May
1958 which covered the services from
Circular Quay and Railway to Maroubra
Bay and La Perouse.
The pamphlet version of these documents
measured 9¾” x 6” and the booklet 6¼” x
4” - the actual measurements differed from

14

With regard to the item at p. 17 of the
December 2005 issue of The Times about
the Department of Railways’ souvenir disc
chart, I have a copy of the 1938 and 1962
versions of this item and it would be possible to let you have details as to what appears on the lower sheet.
The headings are: Elevation, Population of
Town, No. on Map, Rail Mileage from
Sydney, Meteorological Division, Railway
line situated on, Av. Annual Rainfall,
Mean Temperature and Rank in Population
(1938) , Elevation, Population of Town,
Number on Map, Rail Mileage from Syd-

(1938): Albury, Armidale, Bathurst,
Bourke, Broken Hill, Byron Bay, Canberra, Casino, Cessnock, Condobolin,
Cootamundra, Cowra, Dubbo, Forbes,
Glen Innes, Gosford, Goulburn, Grafton,
Griffith, Gunnedah, Inverell, Junee, Katoomba, Kempsey, Kurri Kurri, Lismore,
Lithgow, Maitland, Moree, Mudgee, Murwillumbah, Narrandera, Newcastle,
Nowra, Nyngan, Orange, Parkes, Penrith,
Port Kembla, Singleton, Sydney, Tamworth, Taree, Temora, Wagga Wagga,
Wellington, Wollongong, Young.
(1962): Albury, Armidale, Bathurst, Blue
Mountains, Bowral, Broken Hill, Camden,
Canberra, Casino, Cessnock, Condobolin,
Cooma, Cootamundra, Cowra, Dubbo,
Forbes, Glen Innes, Goulburn, Grafton,
Griffith, Inverell, Junee, Kempsey, Kiama,
Lismore, Lithgow, Maitland, Moree,
Mudgee, Muswellbrook, Narrabri, Newcastle, Nowra, Orange, Parkes, Queanbeyan, Shellharbour, Singleton, Sydney,
Tamworth, Taree, Temora, Tenterfield,
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Wagga Wagga, Walgett, Wollongong,
Yass, Young.
N.B. List of stations (1962) corrected.
It would thus be possible to make available
the exact nature of the tabulated material.
However, I am reluctant to go to the trouble of compiling such a list until I am informed just what you might require.
The disc concept was copied by the Department and its statutory successors in
1966 and 1982. The most recent version
thus includes references to the XPT trains.
Apart from its intrinsic interest, one object
of having this material published is to
make it abundantly clear to those among
readers of The Times who may still be so
deluded as not to realise just how almost
totally irrelevant to the needs of the travelling public in rural New South Wales are
the existing country train services.
Incidentally, the 1943 list which I forwarded to you some time ago has already
been published, but not without some errors, not of my making, in Rail News Victoria.
I look forward to hearing from you in due
course.
Kind regards, Ross Willson
EXTRACT FROM ANNUAL REPORT
OF DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS
FOR 1937/38
Associated with the Departmental exhibit
was the free distribution of 50,000 copies

of an artistic souvenir which has been acclaimed as unique in railway publicity. It
took the form of a railway compendium.
Composed of two circular pieces of pasteboard - the top one being slightly smaller
than the other - these were joined together
in the centre to permit of the easy revolution of the top board, on a central axis. On
the obverse side of the souvenir, in the
upper half of the circle, was a distinctive
coloured map of New South Wales, showing railways and meteorological divisions.
Beneath the map were cut-out apertures
revealing statistical information about
forty-eight of the State's principal towns,
the names of which were printed in the
circumference of the larger disc. By turning the top disc so that the arrowhead, in
the form of a railway signal, pointed to the
name of a town, such information as rail
mileage from Sydney, and on what railway
line; meteorological division; mean maximum and minimum temperatures; average
annual rainfall; rank in population; and
height above sea-level, was shown.
The reverse side of the souvenir was occupied by a photograph of the western frontage of the exhibit, together with the intimation that the souvenir had been printed to
perpetuate the Railway exhibit.
The distribution of the souvenir at the
Show was so successful as to evoke the
following comment by the Sydney Morning Herald:"A Show souvenir issued by the New
South Wales Government Railways for

free distribution at their stand in the Commemorative Pavilion, has become one of
the sensations of the Show. Two policemen were required yesterday to control the
queues which lined up to secure the souvenirs, and, although 50,000 were printed, it
is already obvious that this large quantity
will be totally inadequate to meet the demand. It has been suggested that the souvenir is of such useful and educational nature
that a second edition should be put into
print."
This latter suggestion was already under
consideration, and immediately the Show
was over a second edition of 20,000 copies
of the souvenir was printed. In the reprinted souvenir the matter on the reverse
side of the disc was completely changed.
Taking the place of the photograph of the
exhibit used in the first prints, facsimiles of
charts of vital railway statistics which had
been on display at the Royal Show, were
substituted.
As a gesture of goodwill on behalf of the
Department of Railways, a parcel of
10,000 souvenirs was offered to, and
gladly accepted by, the Department of
Education for use in schools, both State
and subsidised, all over New South Wales.
In acknowledging their receipt the Department of Education stated that the disc chart
was regarded as such an excellent teaching
aid, that one would be supplied to each of
the 9,500 separate class rooms in Departmental and subsidised schools as part of
the permanent equipment of the rooms.

Who needs a timetable anyway?
‘MS found on a railway newsgroup’ - with apologies to EDGAR ALLEN
POE
>> >>>>> Do you mean the other 5 drivers on the network
who carry a working timetable? :-).
>> >>>> I don't carry a working timetable. 8-)
>> >>> OK, I'll bite. How would you know when the train is
due out?
>> >> When the guard gives the rightaway. A bell rings. :-)
>> Jokes aside, when was the last time you saw anybody with a
WTT perched on his lap while driving?
>Never, actually :-). But since “X” made his statement about on
time running & his desire to campaign about it, I had to assume
that at least one did!
I can work out the timetabled time for every station along the
Illawarra line quite easily. If I drive as fast as I possibly can
from Waterfall at up to 115 km/h and brake as hard as possible,
I will leave Loftus about 20-30 seconds late. Most drivers
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leave between 1 and two minutes late out of Loftus. You
then get 3 minutes to get to Sutherland, with one minute
standing time. I usually arrive at Sutherland a minute
early and wait 2 minutes for time. We then get 2 minutes
to get Jannali and 3 minutes to get to Como. It is impossible to leave Jannali on time (usually about 30 seconds
late), but I regularly arrive at Como 1 minute early.
Three minutes is ample to get to Oatley, and two minutes
to Mortdale is also achievable. It is easy to work out
how you are running by using sectional times, and also
knowing times for major stations. For instance, on a skip
stopper, I know times as Central: 21, Sydenham: 28,
Hurstville: 40, Mortdale: 44, Sutherland: 55, Waterfall
09. Intermediate stations are worked out mathematically.
>Interestingly enough, I saw a batch of diagrams today
with stopping patterns included, but no times. For the
moment they are still unofficial according to the note on
top of them.
Yeah, and full of errors.
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China Rail Timetable
IAN MANNING takes us on a tour through one of the worlds largest rail
systems—with phrase-book in hand.
If you discount Russia, Asia has three big
railway systems – India, China and Japan.
The Times has already covered the various
Indian national timetables, so it is time to
take notice of the others. Rather than attempt to review the largest of the Asian
timetables – the Japanese National Timetable which appears monthly with well over
a thousand pages each month – we will
now consider the smallest, that from
China.
At 350 pages sized 208mm x 144 mm, the
China Rail timetable is both smaller and
shorter than Indian Bradshaw. It is also, of
course, entirely in Chinese, which makes it
less accessible to Western readers. However, it is a timetable to be reckoned with,
since it provides times for no fewer than
1194 passenger trains, or 2388 if one
counts up and down separately. Nearly all
of these trains run daily, though there are a
few which run every second day, that is on
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odd or even dates.
China does not name its trains; it numbers
them. Train numbers are prominent in the
timetable and appear on tickets, station
signs (nowadays mostly LED) and on the
origin-destination boards on the sides of
every carriage. Train numbers are strictly
odd for down and even for up, and a train
which changes from up to down in the
course of its journey bears a dual number,
carrying the odd one of the pair when travelling down and the even one when travelling up.
In the 2004 timetable, top place is taken by
the Z (pronounced zee) series trains – 19
train pairs numbered between Z1 and Z86.
These are overnight all-sleeper expresses
cleared for running at up to 160kph. Each
train has 16 carriages including dining car.
All bar one pair connect Beijing with a
major city in the 1000 to 1700 km range,
with journey times ranging from 8 hours

20 minutes to 13 hours 40 minutes. Five of
them run between Beijing and Shanghai
(1463 km, just two minutes short of 11
hours), and counting the three other Zseries trains that leave for destinations just
beyond or just short of Shanghai, a Zseries express heads down the Shanghai
line from Beijing every seven minutes
from 1853 to 1935. (This makes 7 trains –
the straggler is Z49, which does not leave
for Nanjing till 2144.) Because they do not
make any intermediate stops, the Z-series
trains are listed on a single page of the
timetable which gives only their departure
and arrival times.
After the Z-series comes the T-series, 195
train pairs numbered between T1 and
T988. Train T1, the 1500 from Beijing
West to Changsha, received this honourable number because it goes to the city
nearest to Mao’s birthplace. Many of the
T-series trains travel long distances. The
longest distance of all is covered by train
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T54/51, which takes 48 hours and 16 minutes to cover the 4077 kms between Urumchi and Shanghai. Its return service T52/
T53 takes 47 hours and 13 minutes, benefiting from deviations that give it faster
track in the mountains. These rather precise timings are not fictitious – timekeeping, while not perfect, is generally good.
Five trainsets are required to maintain the
service, each of 16 carriages including
dining car, soft sleeping car with 4-berth
compartments, hard sleepers with 6-berth
open bays, and booked hard-seat cars.

These trains are slower, and stop more
often, but are still up to 22 carriages long,
including dining car. The overnight services have the two classes of sleeper and
hard seats; the day services have soft and
hard seats. Many of these trains run on
secondary main lines, and many have dual
numbers because they change from down
to up – a few even have triple numbers
because they change twice. Most, but not
all, K and N series trains are airconditioned.

T-series trains numbered T351 and above
are mostly relatively short-distance intercity services, such as T720, the 0844 from
Shanghai that takes 2 hours and 42 minutes
to cover the 303 km to Nanjing. Many of
these trains have double-deck carriages.
There are 11 daily T-series services between Beijing and Tianjin (137 km), and
many others from Guangzhou towards
Hong Kong. Like the Z-series, all T-series
trains are air-conditioned.

Finally, the national timetable includes a
further 650 trains numbered between 1003
and 8994. The lower numbers include
some quite important air-conditioned services, while in the high number ranges
there are various slow services using old
green carriages heated by coal-fired stoves,
with plenty of hard seats but no dining
cars. Some serve branch lines and some are
main line locals, but both these types of
service are gradually disappearing from the
timetable.

Following the T-series comes the K-series,
125 train pairs numbered between K3 and
K397, and then the N-series, 205 train
pairs numbered between N1 and N997. In
general, the Ks travel further than the Ns.

In addition to all these, but not included in
the national timetable, is an unknown number of L-series local services. These can
still be substantial trains, with a dozen or
so green carriages bound on journeys of a
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couple of hundred kilometres. The timetable also omits most of the trains that run on
provincially-owned local railways, and all
the trains that run on colliery railways.
Despite the large number of services, there
is a notable lack of commuter trains. There
simply isn’t the capacity to handle them at
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the big city stations.
It is notable that nearly all long-distance
trains include a dining car. Not only do
these provide sit-down meals for passengers and crew; they service the trolleys
from which meals are sold to passengers in
their seats. A rough estimate would be that
between 1500 and 2000 dining cars operate
in China every day. This has to beat Amtrak, previously mentioned in the Times as
the world’s largest dining car operator, and
the food is better.
The timetable is arranged in sections, each
introduced by a schematic map of the lines
covered. There are 52 pages for the main
line from Beijing to Guangzhou plus its
branches, followed by 36 pages for the far
west and south west, then 50 pages for the
east coast and a mere dozen pages for the
main line which finds its way direct from
Beijing nearly to Hong Kong. A further 68
pages cover the north-east, then 17 for the
north-west, one for services into Hong
Kong, and four for international services.
There are through services to Pyongyang
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and Hanoi, and other services involving
break of gauge to Moscow (two routes, via
the north-east and via Mongolia), in the
east to Vladivostok and Kharbarovsk, and
in the west to Alma Ata.
Early editions of the China National Timetable included two tables for each main
line: a table with an abbreviated list of
stations for expresses, and a table with a
long list for stopping trains. This is still the
basic principle, but space is now saved by
omitting stations at which the trains in the
particular table do not stop. The number of
tables has multiplied as trains have been
added and stopping patterns have become
more varied. Branch lines have separate
tables, but short branches may be shown as
additional stops in a main-line table;
equally, main line running by branch trains
is likely to be shown on the branch table.
Where a train does not stop, there is an
arrow; where it does not pass a station,
there is an = sign. Down trains read down,
and up trains read up even on tables that
show only up trains. The tables are not
numbered, all tables being referred to by

page number.
To give an idea of what a main-line table
looks like, consider page 55, which covers
over 3000 km going east from Urumchi.
These are up trains, and this is a read-up
page. The trains are all T-series, which
shows that it is an important main line –
less important trains, which make additional stops, are shown on other tables.
Below the train number each column has
the train origin and starting time, and its
destination and terminating time. Train
T152 originates on a secondary main line.
Trains like T54/T51 do not pass these stations, hence the = sign. Trains that go from
this table to page 4 or 5 are heading to
Beijing, those that go to page 90 are heading to Shanghai or Nanjing. Arrival and
departure times are given for each station
stop, and generally allow enough time for
passengers dissatisfied with the dining car
to patronise the platform vendors.
Page 70 shows some of the trains running
west from Urumchi. Sharp-eyed readers
will notice that the table at the bottom right
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of the page shows short workings of the
table above it – an example of the way in
which tables are cut and split to fit them
into the space available. Even these two
together do not show the complete service
on the line. There are two more trains, a
through train from the east, shown on a
main line timetable, and a local which has
its own listing. The station at 1588 km is
Kashgar, the most westerly station in
China. The table at the top left covers
some of the services to the Kazakh border
at Alishankou. Again, not all trains are
shown: there is an international train with
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its own table, a through train shown on a
main line table, plus local trains not shown
in the timetable.
A timetable where any stretch of track may
be shown on several tables requires good
indexing. This is a problem in Chinese,
since it has no alphabetical order. However, the timetable now incorporates a
station index, with the station names written in Chinese script but listed in the English alphabetical order of their pin-yin
transliterations (which are not shown). It
also has a list of trains by number, with

origin, destination, departure time from
origin, arrival time at destination, elapsed
journey time, whether air-conditioned, fare
for the whole distance in hard seats, hard
sleeper and soft sleeper (if available), and a
page reference for the train starting point.
There is also a section listing departures
from each major station. The timetable
concludes with fare tables.
Once one has got over the hurdle of reading Chinese it is a fascinating document.
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From the Weekly Notice....#2
The movement of steam trams and, later, electric trams hauled by
steam, around the suburbs of Sydney is relatively well-known. The
Weekly Notices of the 1910s nearly always had such a move listed.
Less well-known is that transfers also took place between Sydney and
Newcastle. It was a slow old trip of nearly12 hours—witness the following, from Weekly Notice 39/1914. I wonder if they did it to Broken Hill?
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